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On Wings Of Love
She flew to him on broken wings... Wounded and running for her life, photojournalist Jillian Brandt turns to the only person in the world she feels she can
trust rancher Trey Langden her former love, and the very same man she d
wronged more than once. Would he believe her tale? Would he even care? She
gambled everything that he would. It wasn t the phone call itself that rocked Trey
s equilibrium, but the familiar voice on the other end. Why now? Just when he
was coming to terms over the bitter break-up with the only woman he d ever
loved? Still, he couldn t turn Jillian away, not with the desperation he sensed in
her cryptic utterings. This time would be different and he d be damned if he d let
her walk all over him again. He held the reins now.
On A Crash Course With Love She was the woman of pararescue jumper Manny
Pena's dreams. But he'd stuck his foot in his mouth the last time he met Celia
Munoz. Now, grounded after a parachuting accident, he was desperate to make
amends with the beautiful widow. But Celia wasn't having it. The last thing she
needed was another man with a dangerous job—even if he had given his life to
God. Yet Manny's growing commitment to her and her troubled son began to
convince her that perhaps she should take her own leap of faith.
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He's An Angel Of A Man. . . Dr. Gray Ingram isn't himself lately. Literally. His
body has been taken over by John "A"--as in angel. A Civil War soldier, John has
come back to earth on a rescue mission: to stop Dr. Charlotte "Charlie" Brooks
from marrying a real devil. . . She's A Hell Of A Woman. . . Charlie cannot believe
her dismal track record with men. But just when she decides to abandon
romance, along comes Dr. Gray Ingram. He's so sinfully handsome, he's almost
divine. And he's deliciously protective. Little does Charlie know Gray is protecting
her from marrying an actual fallen angel--even if he must wed her himself. Can
their marriage ever be more than a spiritual union? Anything is possible when two
people fall in love. . . 145,000 Words
On Wings of LoveLove Spell
A collection of poems chronicling a relationship between two young people, from
first glance through final goodbye to the stirrings of possible new love.
An inspiring and kid-accessible biography of one of the world's most famous
poets. Emily Dickinson, who famously wrote "Hope is the thing with feathers that
perches in the soul," is brought to life in this moving story. In a small New
England town lives Emily Dickinson, a girl in love with small things—a flower petal,
a bird, a ray of light, a word. In those small things, her brilliant imagination can
see the wide world—and in her words, she takes wing. From celebrated children's
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author Jennifer Berne comes a lyrical and lovely account of the life of Emily
Dickinson: her courage, her faith, and her gift to the world. With Dickinson's own
inimitable poetry woven throughout, this lyrical biography is not just a tale of
prodigious talent, but also of the power we have to transform ourselves and to
reach one another when we speak from the soul. • Fantastic educational
opportunity to share Emily Dickinson's story and poetry with young readers • An
inspirational real-life story that will appeal to children and adults alike. • Jennifer
Berne is the author of critically acclaimed children's biographies of Albert Einstein
and Jacques Cousteau. Fans who enjoyed Emily Writes: Emily Dickinson and her
Poetic Beginnings, Emily and Carlo, and Uncle Emily will love On Wings of
Words. • Books for kids ages 5–8 • Poetry for children • Biographies for children
Jennifer Berne is the award-winning author of the biographies Manfish: A Story of
Jacques Cousteau and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert Einstein. She lives
in Copake, New York. Becca Stadtlander is the illustrator of many children's and
young adult publications, including Sleep Tight Farm. She was born and raised in
Covington, Kentucky.
Davy Bowman’s dad looks forward to Halloween more than a kid, and Davy’s brother, Bill,
flies B-17s. Davy adores these two heroes and tries his best to follow their lead, especially
now. World War II has invaded Davy’s homefront boyhood. Bill has joined up, breaking their
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dad’s heart. It’s an intense, confusing time, and one that will spur Davy to grow up in a hurry.
This is one of Richard Peck’s finest novels—a tender, unforgettable portrait of the World War II
home front and a family’s enduring love.
Instant New York Times bestseller! In this riveting, keenly emotional debut fantasy, a Black
teen from Houston has her world upended when she learns about her godly ancestry and must
save both the human and god worlds. Perfect for fans of Angie Thomas, Tomi Adeyemi, and
The Hunger Games! “Make a way out of no way” is just the way of life for Rue. But when her
mother is shot dead on her doorstep, life for her and her younger sister changes forever. Rue's
taken from her neighborhood by the father she never knew, forced to leave her little sister
behind, and whisked away to Ghizon—a hidden island of magic wielders. Rue is the only halfgod, half-human there, where leaders protect their magical powers at all costs and thrive on
human suffering. Miserable and desperate to see her sister on the anniversary of their
mother’s death, Rue breaks Ghizon’s sacred Do Not Leave Law and returns to Houston, only
to discover that Black kids are being forced into crime and violence. And her sister, Tasha, is in
danger of falling sway to the very forces that claimed their mother’s life. Worse still, evidence
mounts that the evil plaguing East Row is the same one that lurks in Ghizon—an evil that will
stop at nothing until it has stolen everything from her and everyone she loves. Rue must
embrace her true identity and wield the full magnitude of her ancestors’ power to save her
neighborhood before the gods burn it to the ground.
Wings of Tru Love author Kenneth C Drinnon joined the United States Army Air Force in 1943
and served in the European Theater as a B17 ball-turret gunner with the 8th Air Force, 487th
Heavy Bomb Group, and 838th Squadron. He flew thirty-four aerial combat missions from
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October 22, 1944 to February 28, 1945 over Nazi, Germany and attained the rank of Staff
Sergeant before being discharged in 1945. There were several notable bombing missions,
including the synthetic oil refineries at Merseberg, Germany and several against transportation
facilities in support of the Army ground forces during the Battle of the Bulge, but the one most
remembered by aviators of the 487th Bomb Group was December 24, 1944 when General
Frederick W. Castle was killed while leading a two thousand plane bomber mission for the
Eight Air Force and piloting the lead plane of the 487th Bomb Group. Both the 487th Bomb
Group and the Luftwaffe suffered many casualties during an aerial gun battle.
"On the Wings of Light and Love Volume Two" is another compilation of spiritual messages
from Jain Master Gurudev Shree Chitrabhanuji to his students at the Lighthouse Center, Inc. in
Whitmore Lake, Michigan. Included are practical approaches to growing up spiritually,
compelling stories from Chitrabhanuji's lifelong spiritual journey, and theoretical discussions of
karma, Ahinsa, and Reverence for all Life. These messages are treasured by the Lighthouse
students, who read and re-read them, finding new understanding and inspiration each time.
We hope they will be an inspiration and guide to all seekers on a spiritual path.
On Wings Of Love, is a worthy book of ending the happy-sad juice of an enigmatic blend poise
in situational approach to love in unveils the drinking songs of " love thyself or your neighbor",
or love your neighbor as yourself", whichever rings inside you forms love in perfection from
ages to ages. Have a copy of this book, and find out what this book of anthology of love is all
about, and be taken by your heart and soul that elixir of love with great wisdom.
No one can go back and make a brand-new start. Anyone can start from now and make a
brand-new ending. -Loris Ann Greco Smokers who quit cannot undo all the damage done to
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their lungs. But they can reduce the problems in the future. Knowing there will be future
benefits from not smoking should inspire them to quit the habit. The future can be changed, but
the past has to be accepted. When the habit is kicked, so should guilt and regret for past
actions be kicked from our memory. Concentration should be on the future and not what has
happened in the past. Our Higher Power and the group allow do-overs just like kids do in a
game. The people in the meeting will love and support the new us with open arms. Their
strength and guidance is available many hours a day. Neither night nor day, summer nor
winter, nor past practices will be obstacles from receiving help from our fellow recovering
addicts. They have an inexhaustible supply of love ready to be given as needed. All we need to
do is ask. Once we ask for help, change can occur. That change will affect the outcome of our
life. Our past will no longer be relevant to our future. Only our present effort will be counted.
Start today by forgetting the past. Focus on your recovery and change your future. Seek help
and active support to make that vital change. Pray, read the Combo Book and other uplifting
materials, seek assistance from friends, and begin the task of changing your old habits.
Replace those old negative habits with fresh new vibrant and positive habits. It's never too late!

On The Wings Of Love (Love Unspoken) is a collection of romantic poems. Love
unspoken, love denied, hopes and sorrow, written at night under the Indian sky, these
poems are a blend of the Mystic East and Arabian Nights.
On Wings of Love is a book of true stories about love and marriage. Based on
interviews with hundreds of couples that Barbara Koenig married during her wedding
ministry, each brief tale provides new insight into what love really means. The book will
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inspire you to be more romantic, more playful, and more thoughtful. It will make you
think about how the perimeters of love are defined. Above all, it will invite you to
appreciate the love you have in your own life.
Stacie Gillette's dreams are almost as big as her ego. She is becoming a successful
reporter, but then she begins to miss deadlines and blow articles... until finally her editor
gives her an ultimatum: get an interview with bestselling romance author Cheryl Wrightor else. Stacie blows the interview, and soon both her personal and professional lives
are spinning out of control. Will Stacie figure out that there's more to life than the glitz
and sensationalism that she craves? Will her best friend ever forgive her? And will she
ever make amends with the enigmatic Cheryl Wright...
The Wings Of Love by Sally Wentworth released on Jun 24, 1985 is available now for
purchase.
A down-to-earth spiritual teacher offers real-world access to love, empowerment and
enjoyment. By the author of Why Walk When You Can Fly. Original.
There was once a young boy who loved nothing more than making music. He dreamt of
sharing his music with the world. One day, his dream came true.From a childhood
spent strumming away at a guitar in Delhi to one of the most successful music
composers in Mumbai: this is the story of Shantanu Moitra. His ebullience and sheer
sense of adventure light up this memoir. Finding himself all alone at Jaisalmer station at
three in the morning as a schoolboy; days as a client servicing drone in an advertising
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agency; collaborations with the biggest names in Hindi cinema; the making of
Parineeta, his greatest hit; an all-consuming love of astronomy; near-death escapades
in the Himalayas; his surreal moment with Diego Maradona at Milan airport - these
stories provide a fascinating glimpse of the man behind the music.On the Wings of
Music is a collection of reminiscences, anecdotes and self-revelations, embellished by
photographs from Moitra's personal albums. These are delightful vignettes that chart
the growth of a timid, self-effacing boy into a music composer of international repute.
Charming and compelling.

Wary of love and devoted to training her people's winged messengers, Jillian
encounters Connor, a member of an ancient order on the brink of receiving the
brotherhood endowments of magic and immortality--gifts he will lose if he
succumbs to her charms. Original.
Crashing into love! Alexandra Bromley was looking for adventure, and for a way
to escape the prison of her father's wealth. Then handsome pilot Rafe Garrick
literally crashed into her life! Rafe wasn't looking to settle down. Yet as Alexandra
nursed him back to health, he couldn't ignore the courageous spirit that matched
his own. Succumbing to desire, Rafe and Alexandra were forced to wed. Now
Rafe must find a way to give his adored new bride the freedom she so
desperately craved!
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Kalia Lipa thinks that no boy would ever take the time to get to know someone
like her--a young woman who must raise and sell exotic birds to support her
family--until she meets Tom. Original.
On December 29 of 2013, Chris Powell lost his wife of 24 years to a devastating
illness, leaving him a widower with a 13-year-old daughter. In some of their last
conversations, Bonnie encouraged him to step back into life, to find new love and
happiness for himself and their daughter. On Wings of Love and Light tells the
story of love lost to death, love found-lost-and found again. It is a story of
miracles and faith, told in poetry and essays, as the authors discuss what the
heart of love really is. It is a story of stepping back into new life, new love, new
creativity, and nine stepchildren!
Have you ever wondered about the universe, your purpose here on earth, or
what might await you in the afterlife? Author and life coach Cynthia Lynch
Bischoff has often reflected on those questions in her transformational work with
her clients. On Wings of Hope: Leading Lily Home explores those questions
through a poignant recollection of Bischoff’s experience in assisting a young
client through her journey with breast cancer and untimely death. Based on a true
story and filled with wisdom and life lessons, this account describes Lily’s
inspiring passage from despair to enlightenment as a result of Bischoff’s
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unconventional therapy and compelling and inspirational view of the afterlife. Her
story, a journey from heartache to peace, demonstrates that the world is illusory
and that we create our own reality. It offers an integration of Bischoff’s varied
areas of expertise—life coaching, spiritual psychology, philosophy, and energy
healing—to present a unique approach toward understanding the meaning of life,
relationships, and mortality. Heartfelt and unforgettable, this memoir brings you
face-to-face with important insights about life as it shares one woman’s true
experience with death and the afterlife. “... Approached with love and sensitivity
and honor, this is a book to be savored.... The precious beauty of Life itself is
found in every line. Absolutely lovely.” - Nonfiction Authors Association, Gold
Winner Award “Told with gentle grace, On Wings of Hope powerfully illustrates
how compassion and deep listening can create trust so that understanding and
growth can take place.... Bischoff’s exceptional spirituality guides us all to
understand how love is what wins in the end.” - Michael S. Glaser, PhD, Poet
Laureate of Maryland 2004-2009
Almost killed in the Vietnam War, Joe Crane survived the bombing of his ship by
following a shouting voice directing him through a blinding inferno. Later, along
with his fellow deckmates who had also followed the voice, Joe discovers no
human source can be found to thank. For twelve years, the voice intermittently
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continues its calling out of Joe's name until the day he decides to answer back.
From that point on, there unfolds a story that not only changes Joe's life, but is
likely to change the life of anyone who reads it.
JUST A FLING… Katy Lawrence wasn't the kind of woman who could have a
meaningless affair. But her broken heart needed a distraction. And sexy Thomas Logan
was there for the taking. He was mighty persuasive and wouldn't take no for an answer.
OR THE REAL THING? Thomas Logan recognized a passionate spirit in Katy the first
time he saw her. But although she was his willing lover, she held a secret part of herself
back. And suddenly Thomas knew he couldn't let her walk away—not without
discovering the truth….
After divorcing her husband of twenty-seven years and moving to New Mexico to teach
junior high, Peggy Thompkins finally finds independence--and love with widowed
rancher Clinton Howell. Original. (Romance)
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